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Unit – I 
 1) Do as Directed (Any 20)                               (20) 
 a) Fill in the blanks with suitable articles: 

1) Sugar is nice in…… cup of tea. 
2) …. honesty is ……… best of all virtues 
3) Grass always grows in …. English field.  
4) Coffee is….. drink       

 
 b) Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the verbs given in brackets. 
      5) She ….anything during vacation. (Do) 
      6) He ………… the new job already. (Take up) 
      7) Children….to play Cricket. (Love) 
      8) Ask the woman what she….? (Want) 
 
 c) Fill in the blanks with suitable modals 
      9) “…. I stay here tonight”. (Polite request) 
     10) I ……. run a mile when I was young. (Ability in past) 
     11) You….not be late for your classes.   (Advice) 
     12) How….you insult him? (Presence of courage) 
 
 d) Rewrite the following in reported speech. 
      13) “You must leave the country at once”, said the magistrate to the foreigner. 
      14) “Sit down Robbin” the teacher said. 
      15) “Did you lock the house or not” asked Sahil 
      16) Rani to Ritika, “Please lend me your dictionary”. 
 
 e) Change the Voice of the sentences given below 
      17) Everyone has praised Mr. Verma for his noble work. 
      18) Can you speak English? 
      19) Columbus discovered America. 
      20) They found her guilty of murder. 
             
   f) Add some/any: 
      21) Will you have….more tea? 
      22) There is not….milk in the pot.  
      23) Did you go….where last night?   
 
  g) Add too/very 
       24) I am ……..tired to walk (too, very) 
       25) That is a…..good idea. 
             
 h) Rewrite the following sentences using ‘too’ or ‘enough’ 
      26) This book is very difficult; I can’t read it. 
      27) This lesson is short; we can finish it in one sitting. 
 
 i) Fill in the blanks with preposition:  
      28) They paid me….the piano. 
      29) He told lies to the police. 
      30) Buying presents….the children is difficult. 
     

Unit – II 
1) Find antonyms for the following words (Any Four)      (4) 
     i)Dominant,  ii)Larded, iii)Dubious, iv)Excel, v)Assimilate, vi)Treasure, vii)Chronology 
2) Find synonyms (Any Four)         (4) 



     i) Array, ii) Qualm, iii) Rescue, iv) Assimilate, v) Dubious, vi) Custom, vii) Expanse  
3) Match the words           (3) 
     Facet                                                           Decorated with a chain of flowers                  

     Conjecture                 Energetic 
     Sorcery                 an aspect of something 
     Impetous                 Practice of magic 
     Vigorous    Guess 
     Festooned        driving force     
 
4) Use the following phrases in sentences of your own (Any Two)     (2) 
(a) Rule out (b) in the name of (c) Carry a little weight 
 
5) Fill up the blanks with self form or possessive form.                                                                     (2) 

1Father asked me to stay with a friend of….in Delhi. 
2. Have we all have to do it all by…..? 

Unit – III 
1) Write a letter to the Public Health Officer complaining about poor sanitary condition  in your locality. 
           (5) 

Or 
    Write a letter to the Bank Manager for the early statement of your bills. 
 
    2) Write a letter to your father who wants to know about the progress in your study.   (5) 

Or 
    Write a letter to your friend inviting him in your birthday party. 
 
3) Write an essay on one of the following:         (5)           
 (a) Religion and Art in India    
 (b) Hindu Homes 
 (c) Life mirrored in Vedic literature 

Unit-IV 
1) Read the passage and answer the questions given below       (5) 
Machines were made to be man’s servant, yet he has grown so dependent on them that they are in a fair way to 
become his masters. Already most of men spent most of their lives looking after and waiting upon machines and 
the machines are very stern masters. They must be fed with coal and given petrol to drink and oil to wash with 
and they must be kept at right temperature. If they do not get their meals when they expect them, they grow 
sulky and refuse to work, and spread ruin and destruction all around them. So we have to wait upon them in a 
good temper. Already we find it difficult either to work or to play without machines, and a time may come when 
they may rule us all together just as we rule the animals. 
Q1) Why did we make machines? 
Q2) Who in real sense is the master, man or machine, and why? 
Q3) How can we keep machines in good temper? 
Q4) Why do machines spread ruin? 
Q5) Give a suitable title to the passage. 
 

Unit-V 
Answer any ten of the following          (20) 
1) Why does poet compare stream with reason and dead habits to dreary desert? 
2) Write a note on four Vedas. 
3) In what ways Goethe indebted to India? 
4) Why were the artists who painted the exquisite frescoes at Ajanta not known? 
5) What is the danger when a country drafts a constitution after a revolution? 
6) Explained the meaning of term Upanishad. Mention five Vedangas. 
7) What was the reaction of Subash Chandra Bose to the breaking of Salt Law? 
8) How can social progress be achieved? 
9) What is the significance of fundamental duties? 
10) What happened in 1857? 
11) How does communism succeed? 
12) What kind of world culture we may expect to emerge in future? 
13) Mention some practical blessings conferred on the world by India. 
14) Define Regionalism. 
15) Mention three sacrificial fires. 
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